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Abstract
HDFS having only single dynamic name node, if that name node occur hardware or software failure, the entire HDFS model will be inactive position until the recovery of name node. So that to reduce that problem the standby name nodes are placed, which they are an inactive position. On failover occur to primary name node all its metadata will transfer to the standby name nodes. After primary name node
fails remaining standby nodes elects one of the nodes to take the position of primary name node. But on transferring the metadata to remaining standby name nodes there will be heavy burden to the primary name node
In this paper, we proposed a solution to reduce the load on the primary name node by transferring the metadata to remaining standby
name nodes. We compress the entire metadata in the primary name node and sent that data into remaining all standby name nodes.
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1. Introduction
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is the basic storage system utilized by Hadoop applications. HDFS [5] is to distribute the
files that provide the high-performance [4] access to data in the
entire hadoop cluster. The HDFS has low cost hardware, so a bit
failures in server are common in the cluster.

1.1. Name node
If Client needs to store data, then the client sends that information
to name node. The client's duty is to read/write the data from data
nodes. If the data be large file then the client divide that large file
into blocks of 64MB or 128MB. The client sends a request to the
name node to assign the 64MB or 128MB block with replication
of three to write the data in it directly. Then name node [4] will
assign the data node addresses to the client to store each block of
data in multiple locations (Usually 3). That means the name node
will act as a mediator between client and data nodes and also the
name node will coordinate everything around the cluster. Then the
client will send the block of information to the one data node. If
data is successfully stored in data nodes at that time the name node
sent the acknowledgement to the client that the data be successfully delivered. And also the name node [4] will act as a server that
addresses the data in the data node.

Fig. 1: Master Name Node.

1.2. Data nodes
The client writes data in one data node, then that data node will
send the same data to the second data node. After receiving data
from the first node it forwards same data to next data node. Because it is easy to access data and also if the data be lost or corrupted then the client will retrieve data from remaining data nodes.
As shown in figure 2, this type of process is called Replication
Factor. And the data nodes will also occur fault tolerance [3] to
reduce that problem data node will send a heartbeat message to
name node for every 3sec this is the way of saying that the data
node is still in active position.
If the heartbeat message comes, then the name node will identify
that data nodes are an inactive position, if not the data nodes are
inactive position then name node will wait 10 minutes if any
heartbeat message will come. At that time also the name node
doesn’t get the heartbeat message then it think that the data node is
dead the data node will be alive and there was only a network
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failure, but the name node will treat both as same. It cuts the connection between that particular data node.

Fig. 2: Data Nodes.
Fig. 3: Secondary Name Node.

2. Secondary name node
4. Existing system
In HDFS, there are 2 name nodes Primary Name nodes [10] and
Secondary Name node. Primary Name node [4] acts as a mediator
between Client and Data node's and it shows the client where the
data present in data nodes. And all information about data is present in name node. So, it is easy to access data or retrieve data.
Data node is nothing but accessing data from the client in the
presence of name node. If the primary name node is dead the entire cluster is dead. Name node is only the point of failure [3] that
means if it fails the whole cluster will stop working. So, here if
primary name node is dead the entire cluster be in an inactive
position at that time it is difficult for the client to retrieve data
from data node.
To reduce this problem there is a Secondary name node will be
there but how to store all data addresses to secondary name node.
To know that we need to know what operation be done in primary
name node. So first, we need to know about the metadata. Metadata [2] data is a set of data that elucidate and gives information
about another data and there are two files related to metadata is 1)
FsImage 2) Edit Log.
File system Image is nothing but an image of the file system on
initial point of the name node. Whereas the Edit Log is the modifications made to the file system after starting the name node. The
primary name node it manages all the requests for write and a part
of requests for read from HDFS [5] customer and the remaining of
name nodes called hot standby and they are all read-only.
Secondary name node is the standby name node which is not in
dynamic position. Since it doesn't react to any requests of write or
read all it requires is to do regularly fetch File system image also
to Edit Log from primary name node and combine them into a
new File system image. At the point, when name hub runs a particular measure of period and changes recorded in Edit Log that
would be converged with File system image, so that name node
could have current file HDFS metadata [2]. And after combining,
the changes from Edit Log to file system Image, name-node deletes the previous File system Image copy and replaces it with a
more up to date one as it has new File system Image.
Which points to the present state of HDFS and then it shows up
the newer Edit Log. So, when failover occurs Secondary name
node read metadata from File system image and Edit Log from its
local disk, then take the responsibility of initial name node and
react to requests from HDFS users.

3. Cluster with multiple active name nodes
As Shown in figure 3, the Client has shared so much of data to
data nodes in the presence of name node if that name node occurs
the failover then the entire data will be corrupt. In order to reduce
that secondary name node will present.

The cluster utilizes single writer multiple reader procedures. One
name node called primary name node, it manages entire the requests of write and a bit of read requests from HDFS customers,
the remaining name nodes are called hot standby name node, they
are all read-only, which implies they could just serve the read
requests.
The burden is that the standby name node is not dynamic. In existing system all name nodes are active. The primary name node
sends all its metadata [2] to remaining standby name node. The
primary name node accepts both read and write requests so that it
writes the metadata from its local disk and writes to all standby
name nodes local disk. This process is called metadata replication
[2].
The failover happens only when initial name node is down. The
hot standby name nodes are in charge of requests of read, so that
failing of those will not affect the entire HDFS.
The 2 stages that failover will occur are IP address and leader
election progress [1]. IP address progress is generally simple in Ncluster. As the primary name node of HDFS is accessed through
IP address. At the point when a hot standby is elected and takes
role as the new primary node, it changes its IP address to the old
primary node IP address, so that it can take over all communications with other nodes. I.e. hot standbys and data nodes [14].
Leader election [1] will be simple hence all metadata over each
name nodes are indistinguishable. At the point when the primary
name node meets failures, it is possible to pick any another hot
standby arbitrarily as the new primary node. The details of leader
election, assume N-Cluster contains ‘N’ hot standby name nodes,
Firstly we assign an increasing sequence of number to each of the
hot standbys, say 1 to N when hot standbys trust the essential is
out of work. After that, the standby name nodes believe that the
primary name node is out of work i.e. they have not received the
acknowledgement of their heartbeat from primary name node for a
quite a while. The hot standby with the most elevated number
convey a message to check which hot standby name node has the
most recent metadata, [2] at that point it sends this name node's
number to the all of the standby to guarantee that each hot standby
can understand where to synchronize the most current metadata,
when the synchronization procedure is done the hot standby with
the most elevated number transforms into the new primary node
and takes charge of write request.
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Fig. 4: N-Cluster.

5. Proposed system
We proposed a system that the primary name nodes have a backup
name node. If the primary name node writes its metadata [2] to the
backup name nodes then there will be a heavy load on the primary
name node. Because it takes the portion of both read and write
request and also it sends its metadata to standby name nodes so
that there will be a load on it. To reduce that load on the primary
name node we compress the metadata in the primary name node
and writes that compressed data into standby name nodes so that
the load will be reduced in primary name node [4]. If any modification is done by the client then the primary name node will send
that modification to the remaining name node so that all the name
nodes are up-to-date.
After that, the primary name node will not in active position then
the standby name nodes which having highest number will take
charge of the primary name node and the new primary node will
send that information to all remaining standby name nodes.

Fig. 5: Master Node with Slave Node.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, the name node writes its metadata[2] into all standby
name nodes so that there will be a load on the primary name node,
to reduce that load in primary name node we proposed a model to
have the high accessibility for name node through load balancing.
We proposed a solution that we compress the entire metadata in
the primary name node and sent that data into remaining all
standby name nodes [1]. On doing this process the name node will
reduce the load on it. So that the cluster works efficiently and
good throughput [1].
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